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We examined lens and brille transmittance, photoreceptors, visual pigments, and visual 
opsin gene sequences of viperid snakes with and without infrared-sensing pit organs. Ocular 
media transmittance is high in both groups. Contrary to previous reports, small as well as 
large single cones occur in pit vipers. Non-pit vipers differ from pit vipers in having a two-
tiered retina, but few taxa have been examined for this poorly understood feature. All vipers 
sampled express rh1, sws1 and lws visual opsin genes. Opsin spectral tuning varies but not in 
accordance with the presence/absence of pit organs, and not always as predicted from gene 
sequences. The visual opsin genes were generally under purifying selection, with positive 
selection at spectral tuning amino acids in RH1 and SWS1 opsins, and at retinal pocket 
stabilization sites in RH1 or LWS (and without substantial differences between pit and non-
pit vipers). Lack of evidence for sensory trade-off between viperid eyes (in the aspects 
examined) and pit organs might be explained by the high degree of neural integration of 
vision and infrared detection; the latter representing an elaboration of an existing sense 
with addition of a novel sense organ, rather than involving the evolution of a wholly novel 
sensory system. 
 
ADDITIONAL KEYWORDS: molecular evolution – ocular media – opsin – photoreceptors – 
retina – snakes – spectral tuning – Viperidae. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
What happens to animals’ sensory systems when one system is elaborated or a novel system 
evolves? This is a topic of substantial interest in sensory and evolutionary biology, and 
among vertebrates there are several striking instances of new and/or elaborated senses 
occurring in taxa in which other senses are degenerate. For example, echolocating bats and 
toothed whales have reduced visual and olfactory systems, respectively (Oelschläger, 1992; 
Jones, Teeling, & Rossiter, 2013; Hudson et al., 2014); the two trichromatic lineages of 
primates have a significantly more degenerate olfactory repertoire than other primates 
(Gilad et al., 2004); the mostly soil-dwelling caecilian amphibians have a reduced visual 
system but a unique, probably chemosensory and tactile tentacle (Himsted, 1996; Mohun et 
al., 2010); small-eyed star-nosed moles, naked mole-rats and duck-billed platypuses all have 
reduced vision and an elaborated somatosensory/electrosensory system (e.g., Pettigrew et 
al., 1998; Catania & Remple, 2004; Catania, 2011); and cave fish with reduced vision have 
hypertrophied mechanosensory lateral line systems and enhanced gustatory and possibly 
olfactory systems (e.g. Soares & Niemiller, 2013). Most, if not all, of these examples, 
however, can be argued to be cases of elaboration as a compensation for the reduction in 
the utility of a major sense following a substantial shift from an ancestral ecology. As stated 
by Zhao et al. (Zhao et al., 2009a) “where sensory losses occur, they are typically associated 
with a cessation of sensory input rather than via a trade-off per se”.  
Nevertheless, trade-offs might be expected in sensory system evolution (Niven & 
Laughlin, 2008) because the relatively high energetic expense of neural tissue makes the 
unconstrained addition of new sensory modalities extremely unlikely, as evidenced by the 
limited set of sensory systems observable in any one organism. Not only do the peripheral 
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sense organs themselves have metabolic demands, but so too do the neural centres 
required to process sensory inputs. To understand sensory evolution further there is a need 
to explore possible sensory trade-offs in more “phenotypically and phylogenetically 
divergent taxa” (Zhao et al., 2009a). The impact of the evolution of infrared (IR) detection in 
pit vipers may be a good case study, because these snakes use their apomorphic IR detection 
for several important functions including prey (and possibly predator) detection and 
thermoregulation (Krochmal, 2004), and their IR imaging sensors are the most sensitive and 
efficient known (e.g., Grace & Matshita, 2007). Additionally, an inverse relationship has been 
found between the size of the eyes and the pits in pit vipers (Liu et al., 2016).  
Uniquely among the three subfamilies of viperid snakes, crotaline (or pit) vipers 
possess highly specialized, bilateral facial pit organs that are acutely sensitive to IR radiation 
(wavelengths of 700 nm to 1 mm). Unlike the sensing of the visual spectrum (ca. 300–800 
nm when all animals are considered; ca. 400–700 nm for human vision), which is mediated 
by photochemical transduction, pit viper IR imaging is achieved by thermotransduction 
(Gracheva et al., 2010). However, information from the eyes and IR pit organs is integrated 
neurally in the snakes’ central nervous system. In the optic tectum, IR nerve fibres synapse 
directly with visual neuron dendrites and the visual and IR spatiotopic maps are correlated 
(Hartline et al., 1978; Newman & Hartline, 1981). Thus, pit vipers construct broad-band 
images combining visual and thermal radiation (Goris, 2011). As a result, the apomorphic IR 
sense of pit vipers is well integrated with the animals’ visual system to provide spatial vision 
over a wide range of wavelengths.  
Viperid snakes are generally nocturnal, and all are venomous predators of a range of 
vertebrates and invertebrates. Variation in size, diet and daily activity patterns is not neatly 
partitioned among the three subfamilies; the 70–210 cm long Old World viperines, ca. 70 cm 
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southeast Asian azemiopines, and 30–370 cm Eurasian and New World crotalines. The basal 
divergence between Viperinae and Crotalinae + Azemiopinae has been estimated to have 
occurred in the Eocene, and the split between Crotalinae and Azemiopinae in the Late 
Eocene or Oligocene (Wüster et al., 2008; Harrington & Reeder, 2017). The non-crotaline 
vipers (Viperinae and Azemiopinae) are paraphyletic with respect to Crotalinae and lack IR 
pit organs. Thus, pit viper IR sensing is probably tens of millions of years old, and the 
absence of pit organs in azemiopines and viperines is, on the basis of parsimony, presumably 
plesiomorphic. In addition to the IR pit organs, pit and non-pit vipers seemingly differ in their 
complement of retinal photoreceptor cells. Viperines are reported to possess four 
photoreceptor classes (rods, small and large single cones, and double cones), while 
crotalines have three classes, and lack small single cones (Walls, 1942; Underwood, 1967; 
Underwood, 1970). The condition in Azemiopinae is not known.  
The striking, mutually exclusive taxonomic distribution of small single cones and IR 
pit organs among different lineages of vipers, and the neural integration of thermo- and 
photochemical imaging in pit vipers, begs two obvious questions: (1) is vision different in pit 
and non-pit vipers (in ways other than the presence or absence of small single cones)?, and 
(2) are the differences attributable to the evolutionary acquisition of IR detection? 
Here we explore the impact on aspects of vision of the evolutionary acquisition of IR 
detection in pit vipers. We undertook an integrative approach combining 
microspectrophotometry (MSP) to measure visual pigment absorption spectra in situ in 
single retinal photoreceptors, immunohistochemistry of retinal photoreceptors to identify 
different cell types by their opsin complement, measurements of spectral transmittance of 
lenses and brilles to understand the light reaching the retina, histology to examine retinal 
anatomy, and cDNA sequencing of visual pigment genes to elucidate their evolutionary 
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history and mechanisms of spectral tuning.  
 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
TAXON AND GENE SAMPLING 
The approximately 350 extant viperid species are classified into three subfamilies, the 
Viperinae (ca. 30% of species), Azemiopinae (only two species), and Crotalinae (70%);  
Azemiopinae and Crotalinae being sister groups (Cadle, 1992; Wüster et al., 2008). We 
sampled 13 species (11 genera) across all three major lineages (Supporting Information, 
Table S1) through fieldwork (Bothrops atrox, Azemiops kharini), donations from captive 
breeders (Bothriechis schlegelii, Trimeresurus trigonocephalus, Vipera berus), or from the 
licensed commercial trade (other species). Sample size for all species was one, except for B. 
arietans, for which two animals were sacrificed (one for molecular biology, ocular media 
transmission and histology and one for MSP). Laboratory animal procedures were approved 
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Florida Institute of 
Technology, and research conducted under a venomous reptiles permit issued by the State 
of Florida. Snakes were housed individually in 1750 cm2 ventilated plastic enclosures on 
a 12:12 h dark:light cycle, with water available ad libitum. Laboratory mice were offered as 
food at least twice per month. Snakes were placed individually in a small animal induction 
chamber and observed while exposed to inhalant anaesthetic (halothane). When snakes 
exhibited no righting reflex, they were removed from induction chamber and euthanized by 
decapitation. In the field, snakes were anaesthetized with an intracoelomic injection of 
lidocaine and euthanized by decapitation.  
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Eyes were extracted from freshly euthanized snakes and stored in RNAlater (Ambion) 
at -80°C. Total RNA was extracted using a combination of TRIzol® and the PureLinkTM RNA 
Mini Kit (Life Technologies/Ambion) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Between 100 ng 
and 500ng of total RNA was primed with 1 μl of oligo(dT)20 (50 μM, Invitrogen). First strand 
complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized using Superscript IIITM reverse transcriptase 
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA complementary to the cDNA 
was removed by 2 units of E. coli RNase H (Ambion) and incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. 
Visual opsin genes were amplified by PCR and cloned using protocols reported by (Simões et 
al., 2015; 2016b). Eight positive clones of each amplicon were sequenced in both directions. 
Viper specimens were dissected extensively for a range of tissues such that in most cases 
there is no associated museum voucher specimen. As an alternative, we provide DNA 
barcode ‘vouchers’ (Supporting Information, Table S1). Genomic DNA was extracted from 
the Trizol RNA extraction DNA phase following the manufacturer’s protocol, and 16s rRNA 
sequence data were generated using protocols reported by Simões et al. (2015; 2016b). 
 
ALIGNMENT AND PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS 
DNA sequences were aligned with published sequences from other squamates including 
other snakes, including vipers (Supporting Information, Table S1) with MAFFT v.7.388 (Katoh 
et al., 2002) (settings as follows: algorithm: auto; gap penalty: 3; off-set value: 0.1) 
implemented in Geneious R8 and manually inspected. Three alignments were created for 
each for the three visual opsin genes identified (sws1, lws, rh1). jModelTest 2 (Darriba et al., 
2012) was used to ascertain that GTR+G+I was the best-fit model of sequence evolution for 
all three opsin genes according to AIC and BIC scores. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted 
using Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) approaches. ML analyses were 
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run with RAxML v8 (Stamatakis, 2014) using majority rule bootstopping criteria (Pattengale 
et al., 2010); randomized MP starting trees, and a fast hill-climbing algorithm. BI analyses 
were run with Mr. Bayes v3.2 (Ronquist et al., 2012) for 1,000,000 generations with chains 
sampled every 100 generations (after 25% of trees were discarded as burn-in), random 
starting trees, 4 chains (3 hot and 1 cold), and convergence was assumed when the standard 
deviation of split frequencies fell to below 0.01. Gekkotan lizard sequences (Supporting 
Information, Table S1) were used to root sws1 and lws trees, and non-snake squamates to 
root rh1 trees.  
 
SELECTION PRESSURE ANALYSIS AND ANCESTRAL STATE RECONSTRUCTION 
Several studies have shown the power of the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous 
substitutions per site to identify adaptive evolution in systems ranging from genomes 
(Amemiya et al., 2013; Castoe et al., 2013) to genes responsible for sensory capabilities 
(Zhao et al., 2009b; Weadick & Chang, 2012; Yoder et al., 2014). Although clade- and branch-
site models to test for positive selection across specific lineages are widely used, codon-
based models have been criticized for failing to detect functionally important sites in visual 
opsin genes that have been determined through in vitro expression (Yokoyama et al., 2008). 
However, recent studies have shown a strong correlation between amino acid sites under 
positive selection and sites with functional importance (Loughran et al., 2012), including in 
visual pigments (Schott et al., 2014; Simões et al., 2016b). Therefore, we used selection test 
analyses here to identify evolutionary patterns in visual opsin genes.  
Codeml from the PAML 4.7 package (Yang, 2007) was used to estimate non-synonymous 
(dN) and synonymous (dS) substitution rates and their respective ratio (dN/dS or ω) for the 
sws1, lws and rh1 genes in vipers (without outgroups) using a phylogenetic tree congruent 
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with that of  Pyron et al. (2013; though following that of Wüster et al., 2008 for the 
relationships among Echis, Causus and Cerastes) and a sequence alignment in which indels 
were removed if present in only one taxon or recoded as missing data if present in more. 
Splice variants were removed from the analysis. We sought evidence of purifying, positive or 
neutral selection across phylogenetic branches, amino-acid sites (codons), and both 
branches and sites using Branch (Yang et al., 2000), Site (Yang, Wong, & Nielsen, 2005), 
Branch-Site (Zhang et al., 2005) and Clade (CmC: Bielawski & Yang, 2004; Weadick & Chang, 
2011) models. Models were compared using the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) and simpler 
models were rejected where P<0.05. We tested the hypotheses that signatures of selection 
are not significantly different between pit vipers and non-pit vipers, and between pit vipers 
and all other snakes (including non-pit vipers), the latter by adding our new viper data to the 
visual opsin gene dataset analysed by Simões et al. (2016b). 
Ancestral visual opsin gene sequences were estimated by marginal and joint 
reconstruction using Codeml. Ancestral states were reconstructed for vipers without 
outgroups. 
 
SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE OF OCULAR MEDIA 
For two pit vipers (Agkistrodon contortrix, Crotalus durissus) and one non-pit viper (Echis 
coloratus) the lens and brille (= ‘spectacle’, the specialized scale covering the eye) were 
dissected and stored dry at -20°C. Immediately after thawing they were mounted in 
purpose-built holders in air in front of an integrating sphere within a Shimadzu 2101 UVPC 
spectrophotometer. Transmission at 700 nm was set to 100% and tissue scanned at 1 nm 
intervals from 300–700 nm. A single lens and both brilles were scanned for C. durissus and E. 
coloratus, whereas in A. contortrix both lenses and both brilles were scanned. 
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Lenses were small (axial diameters for E. durissus, C. coloratus and A. contortrix: 1.35, 
1.80 and 1.80 mm, respectively) limiting the amount of light transmitted, and the use of an 
integrating sphere reduced sensitivity further, thus the raw data are noisy at short 
wavelengths where lamp output is low. Data from scans were therefore smoothed using a 
cubic Savitzky-Golay filter (data frame length 51 nm) using Matlab R2011a (The MathWorks 
Inc, MA, USA). 
 
HISTOLOGY  
We sectioned one retina each of Bitis arietans, Cerastes cerastes, Echis coloratus and Vipera 
berus. Primary fixation was of whole heads (eyes punctured) in a solution of 2.5% 
glutaraldehyde and 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M pH 7.4 cacodylate buffer for 3h. 
Secondary fixation in 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M cacodylate buffer for 1.5h at room 
temperature took place after three 1h rinses in 0.1 cacodylate buffer. After three 20 minute 
cacodylate buffer rinses eyes were removed (orientation not recorded) and dehydrated in a 
progression of ethanol dilutions: 30%, 40% and 50% for 15 minutes each; 70% overnight; 
80%, 90%, 95% and 100% (x3) for 15 minutes each. Samples were embedded in a 1:1 
mixture of ethanol:resin on a rotary mixer for 12h and then 100% resin for 10h, before 
changing to fresh resin that was polymerized at 70°C for 36h. Transverse and tangential 
sections (1-2µm) of the central retina were stained with toluidine blue for light microscopy; 
micrographs were taken on a digital Zeiss microscope. For electron microscopy we used the 
same blocks to produce ultrathin sections of the outer retina. These were “stained” with 
uranyl acetate and lead citrate and viewed in a LEO 912 microscope. 
 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
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For one pit viper (Crotalus durissus) and one non-pit viper (Echis coloratus), a whole head 
was fixed by immersion in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS, pH 7.4) for approximately 3 hours with the brille removed and the eye punctured in 
situ to facilitate fixative penetration. After fixation the eyes were removed, washed three 
times in PBS, and stored in PBS with 0.05% sodium azide at 4°C. Orientation of the eyes was 
not recorded. 
 Opsin immunohistochemistry was performed on frozen transverse sections of the 
retina (i.e., sectioned perpendicular to the retinal layers). The retina was isolated from the 
eyecup, cryoprotected by successive immersion in 10%, 20% and 30% (w/v) sucrose in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4), and transferred to Tissue Freezing Medium (Leica Biosystems, 
Wetzlar, Germany). The retina was embedded and frozen in a block of Tissue Freezing 
Medium with appropriate orientation, sectioned at a thickness of 16 µm with a cryostat, and 
collected on SuperFrost slides (Menzel GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany). 
Immunolabelling followed standard protocols. Briefly, the sections on the slide were 
preincubated for 1 h in PB with 0.5% Triton X-100 and 10% normal donkey serum (NDS). 
Incubation was overnight at room temperature in the primary antibody/antiserum solution, 
made up in PB with 3% NDS and 0.5% Triton X-100. Rod opsin RH1 was detected with the 
mouse monoclonal antibody rho4D2 (dilution 1:500). Cone opsins were detected by the 
rabbit antiserum JH492 (dilution 1:2000) against the longwave-sensitive (LWS) cone opsin, 
and by the goat antiserum sc-14363 (dilution 1:500) or by the rabbit antiserum JH455 
(dilution 1:5000) against the shortwave-sensitive (SWS1) cone opsin. Double 
immunofluorescence labelling for the simultaneous visualization of LWS and SWS1 opsin was 
achieved by incubation in a mixture of the two antisera JH492 and sc-14363. Rho4D2 was 
kindly provided by R. S. Molday (Hicks & Molday, 1986), JH492 and JH455 were kindly 
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provided by J. Nathans (Wang et al., 1992) , and sc-14363 was purchased from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology Inc., Heidelberg, Germany. These antibodies have been used in several 
previous studies to reliably label the respective opsins in a range of mammals (e.g., Schiviz et 
al., 2008; Glosmann et al., 2008; Schleich et al., 2010; Moritz et al., 2013). JH492 and JH455 
also have labelled the LWS and SWS1 opsins, respectively, in dipsadine snakes (Hauzman et 
al., 2014) , and sc-14363 has labelled the SWS1 opsin in birds (Nießner et al., 2011). Binding 
sites of the primary antibodies were visualized by indirect immunofluorescence, with a 1 h 
incubation of the sections in the secondary antiserum. We used Alexa 647-conjugated 
donkey anti-mouse IgG for the rod opsin labelling, and Alexa 488-conjugated donkey anti-
goat IgG and Alexa 647-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG, respectively, for the cone opsin 
labelling. JH492 and sc-14363 double-labelling was visualized by incubation in a mixture of 
Alexa 488-conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG and Cy5-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG. 
Omission of the primary antibodies from the incubation solution resulted in no staining.  
For some sections, Alexa 594-conjugated peanut agglutinin (PNA; dilution 1:100; 
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) was used in conjunction with either JH492 or sc-14263. 
PNA is a general cone marker in mammals, chicken and goldfish (Blanks & Johnson, 1984), 
and we were interested to see which photoreceptor types it would label in vipers. PNA was 
mixed with the secondary antiserum for a 1 h incubation. For some sections, the secondary 
antiserum solution also contained 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) as a fluorescent 
nuclear stain to reveal the general retinal layering. All sections were coverslipped with an 
aqueous mounting medium (AquaPoly/Mount, Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA, USA). 
For further assessment of the cones, one half-retina each of Crotalus durissus and 
Echis coloratus was immunolabelled for the cone opsins free-floating, then flat-mounted on 
slides with the photoreceptor side up. Here incubation time in the mixture of the two opsin 
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antisera JH492 and sc-14363 was extended to three days at room temperature, incubation in 
the secondary antiserum mixture was for 1 h. 
Stained sections were analyzed with a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope equipped with 
epifluorescence. Micrographs were taken with a CCD camera and the Axiovision LE software 
(Carl Zeiss Vision, Germany). The immunolabelled flat mounts were analyzed with a laser 
scanning microscope (LSM) Olympus FluoView 1000 using the FV 1.7 software (Olympus). 
LSM images and z-stack projections were examined with ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/); 
cells were counted using the cell counter plugin. Images for illustration were adjusted for 
brightness and contrast using Adobe Photoshop. For convenience and the benefit of red-
green-blind readers, SWS1 label was rendered in magenta, and LWS label in green, 
irrespective of the fluorescent dye used to visualize the label. 
 
PHOTORECEPTOR DENSITY ESTIMATES 
Limited estimates of photoreceptor densities were obtained from the flat-mounted half-
retinas. Visualizing the photoreceptor inner and outer segments with differential 
interference contrast (DIC) optics allowed their counting in favourable patches across the 
retinas. In the E. coloratus retina used for immunolabelling, outer LWS cones were largely 
damaged or lost. Here we resorted to a semithin tangential section from another eye that 
grazed the array of outer cones, directly showing their areal packing.  
 
MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY (MSP) 
MSP protocols were similar to those described by (Loew, 1994; Fleishman et al., 2011). Eyes 
from three vipers, the viperine Bitis arietans and crotalines Agkistrodon contortrix and 
Crotalus atrox (Supporting Information, Table S1), were prepared under infrared or dim red-
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light illumination. The B. arietans and A. contortrix specimens were not the same individual 
animals for which visual opsins were sequenced. The vipers were dark-adapted for at least 
12 hours before being euthanized. Eyes were enucleated under dim red light, and placed in 
cold PBS and shipped on ice to Cornell University.  Upon arrival, the eyes were washed and 
trimmed in fresh PBS and hemisected around ora serrata. The resulting eyecups were placed 
in fresh PBS (pH 7.2) made hyperosmotic with 6% sucrose and the retina was teased away 
from the RPE.  Small pieces of retina were transferred to coverslips where they were 
chopped with scalpel blades before being sandwiched with another cover slip.  
 
 
RESULTS 
 
OPSIN GENE COMPLEMENTS AND PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS 
Three opsin genes were amplified in all vipers: sws1, lws and rh1, their identity confirmed by 
BLAST searches and by phylogenetic analysis (data not shown). Our sequence alignments for 
the expressed opsin genes included between 95% and 98% of the coding region. Alternative 
splicing sites were found at the exon 1/exon2 boundary in two and one of the eight clones 
sequenced of the sws1 of each of Bothrops atrox and Agkistrodon contortrix, respectively, 
resulting in the extension of 39 nucleotides (13 amino-acids) in the former and removal of 
exon 2 in the latter. 
For each opsin alignment ML and BI analyses estimated similar tree topologies 
(Supporting Information, Figs. S1–S3). Inferred gene trees for rh1 and sws1 are generally 
concordant with published species molecular phylogenies (Wüster et al., 2008; Pyron et al., 
2013), but the lws tree lacks a monophyletic Crotalinae. Differences between the lws and 
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the sws1 and rh1 gene trees are, however, associated with internal branches that are not 
well supported by ML bootstrap or Bayesian posterior probabilities.  
 
MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
We made 120 MSP readings, at least 30 per species, and found three pigments in each 
sampled viper (Fig. 1). As far as could be determined, the probable RH1 pigment (λmax ca. 
495–500 nm) appears to be confined to rods, which contain this pigment only. The putative 
SWS1 pigment (λmax ca. 350–420 nm) occurs in smaller cones and LWS (λmax ca. 540–555 nm) 
in larger cones. Double cones could not be distinguished from single cones within macerated 
retinas.  
Our measured λmax values are similar to those predicted (from opsin amino acid 
sequences) for the two analysed species for which gene sequence data were generated (the 
viperine Bitis arietans and the crotaline Agkistrodon contortrix), except for the A. contortrix 
SWS1 which had an λmax value predicted to be in the UV but measured at 416 nm (see 
Supporting Information, Tables S2–S4). The other crotaline subjected to MSP, Crotalus atrox, 
has a presumed RH1 pigment with a λmax value (497 nm) close to that predicted for its 
congener C. durissus (500–505 nm), while the λmax values for the C. atrox putative SWS1 and 
LWS are notably different from those predicted for C. durissus (374 and 541 nm versus UVS 
and 555 nm, respectively).  
 
SPECTRAL TUNING PREDICTIONS AND ANCESTRAL STATE RECONSTRUCTION 
Examination of the 11 critical sites (Supporting Information, Table S2) that are known to 
most influence spectral tuning (λmax) of SWS1 visual pigment in vertebrates (Yokoyama et al., 
2006) revealed a highly unusual substitution at site 93 with alanine (A) replacing threonine 
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(T) in all Viperinae, Azemiops kharini and Bothrops atrox (all amino acid positions reported 
here correspond to bovine rhodopsin). Threonine is present at SWS1 site 93 in all other pit 
vipers (Supporting Information, Table S2) and is reported in most other studied reptiles, 
birds and mammals (Hunt et al., 2007; Carvalho et al., 2011; Odeen & Hastad, 2013; Simões 
et al., 2015). This T93A substitution in vipers is unreported elsewhere among vertebrates. A 
substitution at SWS1 site 118 from serine (S) to threonine was found in the viperines Echis 
coloratus, Vipera berus and Cerastes cerastes, the azemiopine A. kharini and crotaline B. 
atrox (Supporting Information, Table S2). This S118T also occurs in the SWS1 opsin of some 
other colubroid snakes (Simões et al., 2015)  and is predicted to increase the λmax by 3 nm 
(Yokoyama et al., 2006).  
The only RH1 spectral site varying among vipers is site 83 (Supporting Information, 
Table S3), with aspartic acid (D) occurring in the viperines E. coloratus, B. arietans, and C. 
cerastes, and the crotalines C. durissus and B. atrox, in contrast to asparagine (N) occurring 
in all other sampled vipers (and the majority of squamate reptiles (Simões et al., 2015; 
Simões et al., 2016b). A change at site 83 from D to N is predicted to reduce the λmax of RH1 
by 6 nm from 500–501 nm (Nathans, 1990). The LWS amino-acid sequence lacks any 
variation in five known spectral sites among the sampled vipers (Supporting Information, 
Table S4), which have an AHYTA amino acid pattern at sites 180-197-277-285-308, such that 
they are predicted to have an LWS pigment with λmax of ca. 555 nm (Asenjo et al., 1994).  
Applying predictions of λmax to the estimated ancestral opsin gene sequences (see 
(Simões et al., 2016b) for comments on tuning predictions in snakes) suggests that a ca. 555 
nm λmax LWS opsin was present in the ancestral viper and retained throughout viperid 
evolution (Fig. 2; Supporting Information, Table S4). The ancestral viper is reconstructed as 
having a 500–501 nm λmax RH1 with a decrease to 491–496 nm (following a D83N 
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substitution) in the ancestor of Azemiopinae+Crotalinae (and independently in the viperine 
Bitis arietans) (Fig. 2; Supporting Information, Table S3). The ancestral viper SWS1 is 
reconstructed as having 93A, with an A93T change in the ancestral crotaline, but with the 
ancestors of all major lineages retaining a UVS λmax (ca. 360 nm), increasing by ca. 3 nm four 
times independently within vipers (Fig. 2; Supporting Information, Table S2). The S118 in the 
SWS1 opsin is reconstructed as likely to have been present in the ancestral viper, with an 
S118T change occurring independently four times, in the ancestor of Echis+Cerastes, in 
Vipera berus, in Azemiops kharini and in Bothriechis schlegelii.  
 
SELECTION ESTIMATES 
Although models that include positive selection have a better fit than models without, ω 
estimates are all substantially less than 1 for viperids, suggesting that all three visual opsin 
genes are generally under purifying selection (Supporting Information, Table S11). Compared 
to snakes as a whole (compare Tables S6 and S11), viperid sws1 has a lower ω (0.07679 
versus 0.107), viperid rh1 a much higher ω (0.6476 versus 0.237), and viperid lws a slightly 
higher ω (0.3658 versus 0.312). Viperid rh1 and lws have ω estimates higher (and viperid 
sws1 lower) than average for vertebrate coding genes (0.12; Fay & Wu, 2003). The viperid 
data thus match the snake-wide pattern found by Simões et al. (2015, 2016b; see also 
Supporting Information, Table S6) of greater overall purifying selection in rh1 and lws than in 
sws1, in contrast to the pattern found in, for example, mammals (Zhao et al., 2009a; Invergo 
et al., 2013). 
Although CmC analysis found evidence for significant differences in selection 
patterns between pit vipers and other snakes (Supporting Information, Table S9), we note 
that significance is marginal (p = 0.04) for rh1, that there are no significant differences 
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between pit and non-pit vipers for all three visual opsin genes when CmC is applied only to 
the viperid data (Supporting Information, Table S14), and that gene-wide selection estimates 
do not differ substantially between pit vipers and other snakes (Supporting Information, 
Table S5) and particularly between pit vipers and non-pit vipers (Supporting Information, 
Table S10). Thus, we conclude that there is no compelling evidence for significant changes in 
opsin gene molecular evolution associated with the acquisition of IR-detecting pit organs in 
vipers. 
For viperids, Bayesian Empirical Bayes (BEB) estimated by site models (Supporting 
Information, Table S12) detected positive selection at spectral sites T93A and S118T in sws1, 
D83N in rh1, and 180 in lws. Evidence of positive selection in viperids was also found in 
amino acid sites involved in stabilization of the retinal pocket: site 133 in lws and sites 123 
and 223 in rh1. More complex site models (M8 β&ω and M2a) are a significantly better fit 
than simpler models (M7β and M1a) in all cases. Under branch-site models (Supporting 
Information, Table S13) where Viperinae, Crotalinae and Azemiopinae were marked 
alternatively as the foreground lineage, spectral site T93A in sws1 is identified as being 
under positive selection in pit vipers (Crotalinae), indicating that the latter group is primarily 
responsible for the detection of positive selection at this site for viperids as a whole using 
site models M2a and M8 β&ω (see above). Many of the sites identified as being under 
positive selection in viperids are similarly found to be under positive selection across snakes 
as a whole (Table S7).  
 
LENS AND BRILLE SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE  
Spectral transmittance characteristics of ocular structures are very similar in the three 
species examined (Fig. 1). The extracted lenses of Echis coloratus, Crotalus durissus and 
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Agkistrodon contortrix were spherical and clear, and all had high UV transmission with 
wavelengths of 50% transmittance between approximately 301 and 318 nm. The brilles were 
also macroscopically transparent, with 50% transmittance at approximately 311 nm, 309 nm 
and 315 nm in E. coloratus, C. durissus and A. contortrix, respectively. Although not 
subjected to analysis, all other viper eyes dissected for this study had superficially 
transparent lenses and brilles. 
 
RETINAL HISTOLOGY 
The central region of the retina of the viperines Bitis arietans, Cerastes cerastes, Echis 
coloratus and Vipera berus was studied in transverse and tangential semithin sections. In C. 
cerastes and V. berus embedding material was only partially polymerized, resulting in 
imperfect sections and compromised histological quality. Light microscopic investigation 
showed that all four species have a two-tier arrangement of photoreceptors (for images of 
B. arietans and E. coloratus see Figs. 3 and 4, respectively), with long single cones with bulky 
inner segments lying scleral to rods (outer tier), and short, slender single cones in the inner 
tier. In B. arietans, rods and cones are approximately equal in number. In B. arietans, there 
are approximately four times as many short single as long single cones; whereas in E. 
coloratus their ratio is approximately equal. In C. cerastes the outer retina is similar to that 
of B. arietans whereas in V. berus a clear identification of rods and small single cones was 
not possible because of technical problems with sectioning. In C. cerastes there are an 
approximately equal number of nuclei in the outer and inner nuclear layers, in B. arietans 
the inner layer nuclei outnumber those of the outer layer by approximately 1.6:1, whereas in 
C. durissus and E. coloratus the outer:inner layer nuclei ratio is approximately 1.3:1 and 1.0–
1.3:1, respectively. Interestingly, all photoreceptor nuclei were evenly stained, suggesting 
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that snake rod nuclei do not stain darker than cone nuclei (unlike the situation in e.g., 
actinopterygian fishes (H.-J. W., pers. obs.) and mammals (Solovei et al., 2009).  
Ultrastructural observations revealed no unusual features. Rod and cone inner 
segments were packed with small mitochondria, and in the outer plexiform layer the general 
arrangement of small rod spherules with one or two synaptic ribbons in a position distal to 
the much larger cone pedicles with more numerous ribbon-associated synaptic complexes 
was confirmed. 
 
RETINAL IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY  
For Echis coloratus and Crotalus durissus, suitable tissue was available for opsin 
immunolabelling in transverse retinal sections and unsectioned flat mounts. The retinas of 
both the viperine E. coloratus and the crotaline C. durissus are rod dominated (Fig. 5). The 
rho4D2 antibody labelled RH1 strongly in rod outer segments; with over-exposure it was 
possible to detect fainter labelling of rod somata and even rod axon endings in the outer 
plexiform layer (Fig. 5). Rod somata are arranged across the thickness of the outer nuclear 
layer, revealing the extent of this layer. In contrast to E. coloratus, in C. durissus only a few 
rods were labelled through to their axon endings. 
A striking feature of the E. coloratus retina is its two-tiered arrangement of cone 
photoreceptors (Fig. 6). The more scleral (outer) tier comprises only the stout outer 
segments and ellipsoids of large single cones. The somata of these outer cones reside in the 
ONL like those of all other photoreceptors, they are connected to the inner segments by 
stalks traversing the inner tier of photoreceptors. The inner tier comprises (in addition to the 
myoids of large single cones) the inner and outer segments of rods, small single cones and 
double cones. The large and small single cones stain exclusively for LWS (antiserum JH492) 
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and SWS1 (antiserum sc14363), respectively. SWS1-labelled inner tier cones are less 
numerous than LWS-labelled inner tier cones (Fig. 8; see below). Double cones all appear 
morphologically unequal, comprising a principal cone with thick inner segment and an 
accessory cone with slender inner segment. Both members of double cones are labelled for 
the same visual pigment, variably LWS or SWS1 (Figs. 6, 9). The proportion of LWS double 
cones among the LWS cones is approximately or less than 10% (c.f. Fig. 8), the SWS1 double 
cones are much less common. Double-labelling for cone opsins and PNA show that PNA 
labels all LWS cones and no SWS1 cones (Figs. 6, 9). 
Crotalus durissus has a higher cone density than E. coloratus, with a dominance of 
LWS cones over SWS1 cones (Figs. 7, 8). Nowhere were two tiers observed but, surprisingly 
given previous work on vipers, both larger (LWS-labelled) and smaller (SWS1-labelled) single 
cones are present (Fig. 7). LWS-labelled double cones are present at low density, and we 
observed a few possible SWS1 double cones (Fig. 9; see Discussion). Both members of 
double cones contain the same visual pigment. As in E. coloratus, in C. durissus PNA labels all 
LWS cones and no SWS1 cones (Figs. 7, 9). Cone outer segments are considerably larger in E. 
coloratus than in C. durissus (Figs. 8, 9). 
In both E. coloratus and C. durissus, cone inner segments are thicker than those of 
rods, and there is no indication of co-localization of SWS1 and LWS in any single 
photoreceptor outer segment. There is also no indication of RH1 co-localization with either 
SWS1 or LWS, but the generally high density of rods makes this more difficult to ascertain 
with confidence. Antiserum JH455, expected to label SWS1, non-selectively stained many 
photoreceptors in both species, seemingly more cells than all cone types combined, i.e., also 
at least some rods (not illustrated). Additionally, JH455 stained not only outer segments but 
also produced a punctate labelling in somata of the outer and inner nuclear and ganglion cell 
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layers. Hence the JH455 labelling differs from that in dipsadine colubrid snakes, where it is 
restricted to SWS1 cones (Hauzman et al., 2014); the reasons for this are unknown.  
 
PHOTORECEPTOR DENSITY ESTIMATES 
Limited estimates of photoreceptor densities and proportions in E. coloratus and C. durissus 
were obtained from the flat-mounted half-retinas and transverse sections. Because the eyes 
were not oriented, no detailed topographic information about density changes across the 
retina or local retinal specializations is available. We could differentiate only between 
central retina (i.e. close to the optic nerve head) and peripheral retina. In C. durissus, 
visualization of the photoreceptor layer by DIC microscopy in the flat mount reveals the 
larger profiles of cone inner segments and the smaller profiles of rod inner and outer 
segments (Fig. 10a). In 12 sampling fields across the retina, cone density is 9,200–20,200 
mm-2 (mean 15,400 ± 3,500 S.D.). The densities of LWS and SWS1 cones were assessed in 
four immunolabelled fields from central and peripheral retina (c.f. Fig. 8). The range is 
11,700–19,300 LWS cones mm-2 (mean 16,600 ± 3,400 S.D.) and 1,800–2,500 SWS1 cones 
mm-2 (mean 2,200 ± 300 S.D.), resulting in a total of 13,900–20,500 cones mm-2 (mean 
18,100 ± 3,000 S.D.). Thus, SWS1 cones comprise 10–15% of the cones (mean 12%). These 
cone densities also show marked local variations but no obvious centro-peripheral gradient. 
There is good correspondence between the cone densities obtained in the DIC images and 
the immunofluorescence images but, due to the low proportion of SWS1 cones, we cannot 
determine whether the cone profiles seen by DIC (Fig. 10a) represent only the LWS cone 
inner segments or also include the somewhat smaller SWS1 cone inner segments (c.f. Fig. 7). 
Crotalus durissus rod densities were visible in favourable small patches (see Fig. 10a) and 
could be assessed in eight sampling fields across the retina. Their range is 120,000–211,000 
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mm-² (mean 166,000 ± 31,000 S.D.), showing marked local variations but no obvious centro-
peripheral gradient. Adding the rod and cone densities at the various locations results in 
total photoreceptor densities of 134,000–225,000 mm-2 (mean 178,000 ± 32,000 S.D.). 
Cones locally constitute between 4.5% and 11.5% of the photoreceptors; comparing the DIC-
derived mean rod and cone densities yields ca. 9% cones (rod:cone ratio ca. 11:1). 
In E. coloratus, DIC visualization of the photoreceptor layer in the flat mount reveals 
a rather homogeneous population of smaller profiles that presumably comprise rods and 
small single cones, and few interspersed larger profiles of presumed large single cones (Fig. 
10b). In 25 sampling fields across the retina, photoreceptor density is 116,000–178,000 mm-2 
(mean 146,000 ± 17,000 S.D.). There is a trend for higher densities in central than in 
peripheral retina (mean 162,000 ± 19,000 S.D. versus 134,000 ± 9,000 S.D.), but with marked 
local density variations. The assessment of E. coloratus cone densities is less reliable. 
Estimates obtained in the opsin-immunolabelled sections yield an average of 4,800 inner 
cones mm-2, comprising equal densities of inner LWS cones and inner SWS1 cones. In the 
opsin-immunolabelled flat-mounted half-retina (Fig. 8), inner LWS cones are more numerous 
than inner SWS1 cones, with the latter comprising only ca. 22% of the cones, and inner cone 
density is only ca. 1,000 mm-2. It is possible that a large proportion of cone outer segments 
was lost in the flat-mounted retina, or that it represents a region of markedly lower cone 
density. The outer LWS cones were mostly lost in the immunolabelled retina (sections and 
flat mount), so their density had to be assessed in a semithin tangential section from 
another retina that directly showed their areal packing. In this field, their density is 12,950 
mm-². Assuming ca. 20% areal shrinkage of the plastic-embedded tissue (following, e.g. 
(Steinberg, Reid, & Lacy, 1973)), the shrinkage-corrected density of outer LWS cones is ca. 
10,000 mm-². Thus, E. coloratus maximally has 10,000 outer LWS cones mm-², 2,400 inner 
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LWS cones mm-² and 2,400 SWS1 cones mm-², i.e. the SWS1 cones constitute ca. 50% of the 
inner cones and 16% of all cones, and the cones constitute ca. 10% of the photoreceptors. If 
the lower densities of inner cones seen in the flat mount are used, there would be 10,000 
outer LWS cones mm-², 760 inner LWS cones mm-² and 220 SWS1 cones mm-², i.e. the SWS1 
cones would constitute ca. 22% of the inner cones and 2% of all cones, and the cones would 
constitute ca. 7.5% of the photoreceptors. Surprisingly, both the rod and the cone density 
are higher in C. durissus than in E. coloratus even though the latter has two tiers of 
photoreceptors. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
We have made novel observations and discovered interesting patterns in viperid snake 
retinal anatomy, visual pigment spectroscopy and visual opsin gene evolution. However, our 
comparative, integrative examination found no evidence for the evolution of IR sensitivity 
having had a substantial impact on the vision of vipers in terms of ocular media 
transmittance, visual pigment complement or spectral sensitivity, or visual opsin gene 
molecular evolution. 
 
PHOTORECEPTOR COMPLEMENTS 
Although sampling was sparse, previous surveys of the anatomy of viper retinas reported a 
fundamental dichotomy between pit vipers and non-pit vipers. Only the latter were believed 
to have small single cones in addition to large single and double cones and rods (Walls, 1942; 
Underwood, 1967; Underwood 1970; Hirosawa, 1978; Underwood, 1997). We are aware of 
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only one previous challenge to this pattern, a brief report of the absence of double cones in 
Cerastes cerastes (Khattab et al., 2004). We also failed to observe double cones in the 
(central part of the) retina of C. cerastes using conventional light microscopy, but neither did 
we observe them in Bitis arietans in which they are known to be present (Walls, 1942; 
Underwood, 1967; Underwood 1970). In contrast, we clearly identified double cones in E. 
coloratus and C. durissus retinas immunolabelled for the cone opsins. Double cones are rare 
in viper retinas and could be missed in incomplete retinal surveys. Double cones are present 
in most caenophidian (‘higher’) snakes (Underwood, 1970) and we suggest that their 
reported absence in C. cerastes requires verification.  
Our immunohistochemistry provides the first evidence that, in addition to lws-
expressing double cones at least some vipers additionally have a rare class of double cones 
that express only sws1. Two pigment-based classes of double cones is contrary to the 
condition reported (based on MSP data) in the natricids/ines Thamnophis sirtalis (Sillman et 
al., 1997) and T. proximus (Schott et al., 2016) and the marine elapids Hydrophis (Lapemis) 
curtus and Hydrophis (Acalyptophis) peronii (Hart et al., 2012), although it can be difficult to 
identify double cones in macerated retinas during MSP. Hauzman et al. (Hauzman et al., 
2014) also found (by immunolabelling) no evidence for double cones of the dipsadine 
Philodryas spp. containing any visual opsin other than LWS. As far as we are aware, double 
cones in which both members express only sws1 have not been reported elsewhere among 
vertebrates. Given that double cones in which both members express the same visual opsin 
are thought to be involved in achromatic aspects of vision (e.g. Pignatelli et al., 2010 and 
references cited therein), viperids might have two (LWS- and SWS1-based) brightness-only 
channels, and/or some unusually complex form of colour vision. As illustrated in Figure 9, 
the evidence for SWS1 double cones is more convincing in the non-pit viper E. coloratus than 
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in the pit viper C. durissus, so further analysis will be needed before it can definitively be 
concluded whether there is a difference in this feature between the two groups. The reason 
for PNA labelling of all LWS and no SWS1 cones is unclear, PNA being a general cone marker 
(at least in various mammals, chicken and goldfish; (Blanks & Johnson, 1984)) that attaches 
to cone-specific components of the interphotoreceptor matrix. PNA labelling of cones has 
previously been used in colubrid snakes, but that study did not assess whether PNA labelled 
all cones or only LWS cones (Hauzman et al., 2017). 
 Our discovery of two size classes of single cones in the crotaline Crotalus durissus is 
at odds with the previous interpretation (e.g., Walls, 1942; Underwood, 1967; Underwood, 
1970) that pit vipers have only one size class of single cone. Although we know of no 
previous microscopic examinations of photoreceptor anatomy in C. durissus, this unexpected 
result might also be interpreted as casting doubt on the veracity of some conclusions about 
photoreceptor complement in snakes based on conventional histology. In another, similar 
case, Sillman et al. (Sillman et al., 1999; Sillman et al., 2001) reported two size classes of 
single cones in boas and pythons contra, for example, Walls (1942: plate 1) and Underwood 
(1967; 1970). Although we do not doubt Walls’ and Underwood’s conclusions that 
photoreceptor complements in snakes are remarkably variable, we suggest that caution 
needs to be exercised in accepting the precision of the reported complements in each case. 
As with many aspects of snake vision, further research on retinal anatomy (one of the few 
aspects that seemed to be better known) is warranted. In conclusion, it is not the case that 
all pit vipers lack the small single cones present in non-pit vipers, so this is not a fundamental 
difference between the two groups. 
 Walls (1942) mistakenly considered viperids to be non-monophyletic, with non-pit 
and pit vipers not being each other’s closest relatives. Based on the observation that several 
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other caenophidian snakes have the (at least superficially) same photoreceptor complement 
as viperines (rods, small and large single cones, double cones), Underwood (1967: fig. 12; 
see also Rasmussen, 1990: fig. 4) interpreted the crotaline condition as derived from a 
viperine-like one by loss of the smaller single cones. Our observation of two size classes of 
single cones in C. durissus undermines both these interpretations, and demonstrates that 
more anatomical work and explicit character mapping on more secure phylogenies are 
required. Walls (1942) and Underwood (1967; 1970) considered that the rods of vipers (both 
crotalines and viperines, independently) were evolved from (transmuted) cones, but this 
was based on his mistaken understanding that vipers evolved from strongly diurnal 
‘colubrids’ with all-cone retinas, something incompatible with modern views of extant snake 
phylogeny (e.g., Pyron et al., 2013), in which Viperidae is monophyletic and sister to a clade 
comprising colubrids, elapids, homalopsids and lamprophiids.  
 
PHOTORECEPTOR TIERING 
Some observers (e.g., Walls, 1942; Underwood, 1967; Underwood 1970) have reported 
snake retinas in which at least some cone outer segments and ellipsoids extend scleral to the 
rod (and some other cone) outer segments, referring to this configuration as “two tiered”. 
Walls (1942) and Underwood (1967, 1970: 62) considered two-tiered retinas to be a 
characteristic of nocturnal snakes (and vipers are generally nocturnal). Two-tiered retinas 
are thought to be homoplastic within snakes and there are claims they are absent in vipers 
(Rasmussen, 1990). However, Walls (Walls, 1942) and Underwood (1967; 1970) reported a 
two-tier retina in Bitis arietans, and Govardovski & Chkheidze (1989) documented two tiers 
in the central (but not marginal) parts of the retina of Vipera berus and Macrovipera 
lebetina. Underwood (1970) examined the retina of V. berus with TEM but did not report a 
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two-tiered arrangement (such as we found), suggesting there may be spatial and/or 
temporal variation within a single retina in this taxon, or intraspecific polymorphism, or that 
Underwood’s survey of the V. berus retina was incomplete. We observed two tiers in four 
viperine species, and in no case did double cones extend into the outer tier, contrary to 
Walls’ (1942) figure 186 for the dipsadine snake Leptodeira annulata (but not Walls’ figure 
189 for the viperine Bitis arietans) and Govardovski & Chkheidze (1989): fig. 1) illustration of 
Macrovipera lebetina. The outer tier we observed is also much more densely packed (at 
least in parts) than Walls illustrated for L. annulata. 
 Although most lower vertebrates are known to have photomechanical movements 
originating in the cone and/or rod myoids, Walls (1942: 150, 166) stated that this was not 
the case in snakes, such that scleral cones in a two-tiered snake retina lie in a “condition of 
‘permanent dark-adaptation’”. It is not clear where Walls obtained evidence that the snake 
two-tiered condition was not a temporary response to ambient light levels. We note that the 
Bitis arietans, Echis coloratus, Cerastes cerastes, Vipera berus and Crotalus durissus samples 
examined for this study were all sacrificed after being in daylight for at least two hours, and 
some cones being markedly scleral to rods was seen in all except the latter. However, where 
it is known among vertebrates, retinomotor movement is dependent not only on light levels 
but also on diel cycles and it can also vary with ontogeny (Burnside, 2001). Thus, the 
understanding that retinomotor movement is poorly developed in reptiles and that 
photoreceptor tiering might be a fixed condition (where it occurs in snakes) clearly warrants 
reconsideration. In future studies greater attention needs to be paid to potential regional 
variation across the retina as well as to conditions leading up to fixation in relation to light 
levels and diel phase. If we accept Walls’ (1942: 150, 166) understanding that snake 
photoreceptors do not undergo photomechanical changes, however, we currently have 
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evidence of the two-tiered condition occurring only in some parts of retinas of some 
viperines, but not yet in any crotalines.  
In summary, it is possible that two-tiered retinas are present in non-pit vipers but not 
in pit vipers, but the (spatiotemporal) retinal and taxonomic distribution of this feature 
needs further investigation. It remains enigmatic why the one-tiered C. durissus retina has a 
higher photoreceptor density than the two-tiered E. coloratus retina. Obviously, there is no 
packing problem requiring a two-tiered arrangement for a higher photoreceptor density.  
 
INNER AND OUTER NUCLEI 
Underwood (1970, 1997) reported more nuclei in the inner than outer nuclear layer of the 
retina of viperines but not of crotalines. We were able to make only approximate estimates 
in the samples we examined, but found no clear difference in the ratio between the two 
subfamilies. Underwood (1997) related the difference in inner:outer nuclei to differences in 
photoreceptor circuitry. However, making inferences about the possibly oligo- or 
polysynaptic condition of photoreceptors is not possible without being able to distinguish 
bipolar from other cell types (and to distinguish among various bipolar cell types), which 
requires more detailed examination than was possible here. Underwood (1997) seemed to 
consider viperines a more diurnal group (apomorphically so) than crotalines, but we are 
unaware of evidence to support this. Although vipers generally (both pit and non-pit) are 
nocturnal, it is often difficult to classify species as strictly nocturnal or diurnal, with activity 
patterns influenced often by (seasonally variable) environmental temperature as well as 
light conditions (e.g. Phelps, 2010). Although there might be some differences in the relative 
proportions of inner and outer nuclei in the retinas of pit- and non-pit vipers, this has yet to 
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be firmly established and its correlation with retinal circuitry, visual function and ecology 
remains unclear. 
 
PHOTORECEPTOR POPULATIONS 
We found the (crotaline) pit viper Crotalus durissus to have a higher rod density, but also a 
higher cone density than the non-pit viperine Echis coloratus, hence both have a similar 
rod:cone ratio (about 11:1 and 9–12:1, respectively). However, the very sparse taxonomic 
sampling, minimal sample sizes, and lack of precise knowledge about regional variation 
within retinas prevent us from interpreting this as a difference between these two viper 
groups. Contrary to our observations, previous studies have reported relatively more rods in 
the retinas of pit vipers than in non-pit vipers—viperines have been reported as having 
rod:cone ratios of < 2:1 (Vipera berus: (Underwood, 1970)) and 3:1 (Bitis, Cerastes: Walls, 
1942), and crotalines as having 7:1 (Protobothrops flavoviridis: Hirosawa, 1978) and 20:1 
(‘crotalids’: Walls, 1942). In conclusion, there is no firm evidence that the two groups differ 
fundamentally in terms of rod-cone proportions. We are unable to explain the surprising 
observation of only a single tier of photoreceptor somata in the predominantly nocturnal 
(e.g. Phelps, 2010) Bitis arietans.  
 
LENS AND BRILLE TRANSMISSION 
There is no notable difference in spectral transmittance of the lens or brille between the 
sampled pit and non-pit vipers, all transmitting visible and near UV radiation well, in line 
with Walls’ (Walls, 1931) report that lenses of Bitis arietans and Agkistrodon contortrix are 
colourless. Similarly transparent lenses were found in some diurnal but all primarily 
nocturnal snakes sampled by Simões et al. (Simões et al., 2016b). Our results for viper brilles 
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match those of Van Doorn & Sivak (2015) in terms of overall high transmittance, extending 
into the UV. These authors found the brille of their single sampled non-pit viper species (Bitis 
gabonica) to have a higher λ50% (331 nm) than their three sampled pit vipers (303–325 nm). 
Our additional sampling challenges this pattern in that the non-pit viper Echis coloratus that 
we measured has a lower brille λ50% (311 nm) than the mean value for the pit vipers (316 
nm) analysed by Van Doorn & Sivak (van Doorn & Sivak, 2015). Thus, there is no evidence of 
fundamentally different spectacle transmittance in pit and non-pit vipers.  
 
VISUAL PIGMENT SPECTRAL TUNING 
MSP data reinforce immunohistochemistry results in locating the ca. 500 nm λmax pigment 
(RH1) to rods and the ca. 540–550 nm λmax pigment (LWS) to larger cones. Govardovskii & 
Chkheidze  (1989) reported rods with a λmax 500 nm pigment and large single and chief 
double cones with a 550–560 nm λmax pigment in Vipera berus and Macrovipera lebetina.  
 There is no clear distinction between pit and non-pit vipers in terms of opsin spectral 
tuning. We examined single individuals of two different species of Crotalus for the MSP and 
the gene sequencing components of the study, so cannot comment further on the C. atrox 
SWS1 and LWS λmax values differing from those predicted (from amino acid sequences) for C. 
durissus and other vipers. Ancestral state reconstructions and raw amino acid data indicate 
that amino acid substitutions at tuning sites (known for other vertebrates) within vipers 
have been few and of moderate amplitude. Given that the limited MSP data do not 
correspond well with λmax predictions in several instances in vipers (and other snakes – see 
below) we place much more confidence in reconstructions of ancestral sequences than in 
reconstructions of pigment λmax based on those sequences. 
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 Change from isoleucine (I) to threonine (T) at sws1 site 93 is predicted to cause an 
SWS1 short-wavelength shift of approximately 6 nm (Yokoyama, 2000), and change from 
proline (P) to T in the mammalian Aye-Aye decreases λmax by 35 nm (Carvalho et al., 2007), 
but there are no clear predictions about the impact of the T93A change found in all non-pit 
vipers and the pit viper Bothrops atrox. Although the only species with an A93 for which we 
have MSP data (Bitis arietans) has an λmax (357 nm) almost 60 nm less than the only species 
with a T93 for which we have data (Agkistrodon contortrix), it is unlikely that this site alone is 
responsible for the substantial difference because other snakes with T93 have an SWS1 λmax 
of 360 nm (Davies et al., 2009). Variation at sws1 site 93 has no notable effect on avian 
spectral tuning (Wilkie et al., 2000; Shi & Yokoyama, 2003; Carvalho et al., 2007; van Hazel et 
al., 2013).  
 The shortwave visual pigment of the only viper species with sws1 A93 sampled for 
MSP (Bitis arietans) had an λmax very close to the 360 nm predicted from the amino acids at 
known tuning sites. In contrast, the λmax of the B. arietans LWS pigment (537 nm) is 
substantially lower than predicted from its AHYTA amino acids at sites known to be key to 
spectral tuning of LWS pigments in other vertebrates (Asenjo et al., 1994). This suggests that 
sites additional to those known in other vertebrates are important in snake LWS spectral 
tuning. Or that other factors (also) effect tuning in these snakes. 
 The greatest discordance between λmax values measured by MSP and predicted from 
amino acid sequences is for Agkistrodon contortrix SWS1 (416 versus 360 nm). This may be 
explained by possible non-conspecificity of the two different individuals used for MSP and 
gene sequencing (this taxon has had a contentious, unstable taxonomy: Burbrink & Guiher, 
2014), and/or because λmax predictions based largely on studies of non-squamate 
vertebrates (e.g., Yokoyama, 2008) do not always extrapolate well to snakes (see also 
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(Simões et al., 2015; Simões et al., 2016a, Simões et al., 2016b). Alternatively, the species 
(and perhaps individuals) are polymorphic. Visual pigment and opsin polymorphism has 
been reported in several vertebrates (Tan & Li, 1999; Jacobs et al., 2002; Veilleux & Bolnick, 
2009), including snakes (Simões et al., 2016b; Hauzman et al., 2017) but its detection is 
dependent on denser intraspecific sampling than which has typically been carried out to 
date. 
 Some visual pigment λmax predictions from opsin sequences have also been falsified 
in other snakes subjected to both MSP and gene sequencing (e.g., Sillman et al., 1999; 
Davies et al., 2009). These departures from predictions for snakes are especially notable for 
LWS because predictions for this pigment class seem to be particularly robust for other 
vertebrates. If an additional tuning site, previously unknown for vertebrate LWS, might be 
operating in snakes, then the most likely candidate that can be identified from current data 
is site 174, which is phenylanaline (F; a neutral hydrophobic amino acid) in A. contortrix 
(which conforms to predictions) but leucine (L; an aliphatic non-polar amino acid) in B. 
arietans, P. regius and X. unicolor (which have surprisingly low λmax values). Intriguingly, lws 
site 174 is under positive selection in snakes, but other factors might also be involved in λmax 
tuning (e.g., chromophore exchange, particularly likely in aquatic species: (Lythgoe, 1979)). 
Further studies using site-directed mutagenesis and in vitro expression are clearly required 
to clarify snake visual pigment tuning. 
 
VISUAL OPSIN COMPLEMENTS 
Our finding that all vipers we sampled express three visual opsin genes (rh1, lws, sws1) 
provides additional support for the hypothesis (Davies et al., 2009; Simões et al., 2015; 
Simões et al., 2016a, Simões et al., 2016b) that the ancestral snake possessed these three 
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visual opsin genes and lacked the other two (rh2, sws2) present in the ancestral vertebrate 
(e.g., (Davies, Collin, & Hunt, 2012)). The acquisition of IR sensitivity thus had no impact on 
visual opsin gene (or corresponding pigment) complement in vipers.  
 To the best of our knowledge, alternative splicing sites have not been reported in 
functional visual opsin genes (amplified from cDNA) in other vertebrates, including other 
snakes. The two instances discovered here would have been overlooked if we had not 
sequenced multiple clones. Although that makes it difficult to interpret negative occurrences 
in other taxa, we suggest that phylogeny (rather than chance alone) explains that the two 
known occurrences are within viperid sws1. Disruption of the exon 1/exon 2 boundary 
would seem likely to produce a non-functional pigment. 
 
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION OF VISUAL OPSIN GENES 
Although we found no compelling evidence for different signatures of selection in pit viper 
visual opsin genes, we identified positive selection in vipers at visual opsin amino acid sites 
of known functional importance, including tuning sites (lws site 180, sws1 sites 93 and 118 
and rh1 site 83) and sites responsible for retinal pocket stabilisation (lws site 133 and rh1 
sites 123 and 223). Little is known of the effects of amino acid substitutions at sites linked 
with retinal binding (though we note that some were found also to be under positive 
selection in other, non-viperid snakes by Simões et al. (2015), but some additional 
comments can be made on the spectral tuning sites under positive selection. 
 Site 180 in lws (invariant in vipers) has been found to be under positive selection in 
other vertebrates, including snakes (Simões et al., 2015; Simões et al., 2016b), though S to A 
substitution here short-wavelength shifts LWS λmax by only 5 nm (Asenjo et al., 1994). 
Substitutions at rh1 site 83 from D to N and sws1 site 118 from S to T are known to impart a 
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λmax  shift of only 6 nm (Nathans, 1990) and 3 nm (Wilkie et al., 2000), respectively, and the 
sws1 T93A substitution has an unknown effect. Thus, positive selection has been detected at 
spectral sites not known to have substantial tuning effects, but these substitutions have 
occurred independently within vipers and suggest that fine-tuning of visual pigment λmax is 
of some importance in viper sensory ecology. Further conclusions are limited by lack of 
extensive taxon sampling for MSP data, and obvious inadequacies in spectral tuning 
predictions for snakes based on amino acid sequences. 
 Lack of evidence for positive selection at functional sites was previously used to 
question methods used to identify positive selection (Yokoyama et al., 2008), but 
subsequent studies have detected positive selection at such sites in other vertebrates 
(Schott et al., 2014) including snakes (this study; Simões et al., 2015; Simões et al., 2016b). 
Functional studies of the uptake/release of retinal by photoreceptors, and measurements of 
visual pigment thermal stability, combined with site-directed mutagenesis and in vitro 
expression, may clarify how photoreception is impacted by changes at sites under positive 
selection in snakes but not other vertebrates.  
 
SENSORY TRADE-OFF 
We find no evidence of a trade-off in terms of diminution or other alteration of vision (at 
least for visual media, visual opsins, and photoreceptor complement) coincident with the 
acquisition of IR sensing in vipers. Despite the reported inverse relationship between eye 
and pit size in pit vipers (Liu et al., 2016), pit vipers retain the same visual opsins as non-pit 
vipers and there is no compelling evidence for differences in patterns of visual opsin gene 
selection in the two groups. The one previously supposed major difference, the lack of small 
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single cones in crotalines, was found to at least not be universal within pit vipers (present in 
Crotalus durissus).  
Our study finds one possible anatomical difference between pit and non-pit vipers – 
a two-tiered retina with some greatly elongate single large cone myoids in viperines but not 
crotalines. However, sampling is extremely sparse (both taxonomically and across different 
regions of single retinas), outgroup data are not sufficient to infer the possible direction of 
evolutionary changes between the one- and two-tiered state, and the functional significance 
of these differences are not clear. Our findings should therefore be interpreted with these 
caveats in mind. 
Why has the acquisition of IR sensing in pit vipers had no major discernible impact on 
the evolution of the visual system (at least in terms of ocular media transmittance and the 
complement and molecular evolution of photoreceptors and visual opsin genes), given 
strong evidence (and plausible theoretical basis) for trade-off in other sensory systems? A 
possible explanation is that IR sensing in pit vipers is intimately integrated with vision 
operating in the 300–800 nm waveband  (Bullock & Diecke, 1956; Terashima & Goris, 1975; 
Goris & Terashima, 1976; Hartline et al., 1978; Newman & Hartline, 1981; Berson & Hartline, 
1988; Goris, 2011). Electrophysiological and histological data indicate that information from 
the IR sensory organs is routed entirely to the optic tectum such that pit vipers construct “a 
broad-band image that contains the colour “infrared” in addition to the…   …colours 
detected by the lateral eyes” (Goris, 2011). Whether IR is interpreted as a colour is, as yet, 
unknown and its demonstration would require appropriate psychophysical experiments, but 
clearly IR information is combined in the central processing of visual inputs in these snakes. 
Thus, the acquisition of IR detection, via apomorphic pit organs, resulted in an enhancement 
of the existing visual system, and the integration of novel sensory input into an established 
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neural vision processing centre, rather than establishing a competing sensory modality. The 
strength of selection against ‘excess’ capacity that causes sensory trade-offs depends on the 
energy limitations of a given system (Niven & Laughlin, 2008). Thus, an alternative or 
additional explanation for why there might not be a substantial trade-off between viper eyes 
and pit organs, though more speculative and less compelling, is that there is some currently 
unknown aspect of (especially viperid) snake physiology and/or their environments that 
presents a much less energy-limited system than in other studied cases. 
Pit vipers are not the only IR sensing snakes. At least some pythons and boas also 
have IR detection (Goris et al., 2007; Goris 2011) that evolved independently from that in 
vipers. Although they use similar genetic machinery to that employed in pit-viper IR sensing 
to at least some extent (Gracheva et al., 2010), pythons and boas have seemingly less 
complex but more numerous, morphologically variable and variably positioned (often labial) 
pits that are differently neurally connected to the optic tectum (Goris, 2011). The present 
study is limited to pit vipers because IR sensing in vipers is much more strongly associated 
with the presence of a single type of anatomically complex pit, because of the previous 
evidence (now known to be incorrect) that pit vipers possess one fewer type of retinal 
photoreceptor than non-pit vipers, and because the precise taxonomic limits of IR sensing 
and marked variations in retinal anatomy are not known in pythons, boas and their closest 
relatives (pythons and boas are not each other’s closest relatives and may have, at least to 
some extent, evolved IR sensing independently themselves). The presence of IR sensing in 
other snakes presents an opportunity to expand the analysis of the links between this and 
normal vision, and to test the generality of our findings for pit vipers. 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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Although we find no evidence of a trade-off in the visual system during evolutionary 
acquisition of infrared pit organs in crotaline vipers, our study has highlighted a potential 
anatomical difference between pit vipers (two-tiered retina absent) and non-pit vipers (two-
tiered retina present) but which needs more detailed investigation to confirm that this is a 
differentiating feature of these groups. Our study has also discovered that predictions of 
spectral tuning derived from studies of other vertebrates are of limited applicability to 
vipers, especially with respect to SWS1 and LWS visual pigments. In addition, we have found 
evidence of positive selection on regions of visual opsin genes that encode amino acids 
known to be of functional importance in chromophore binding (in lws and rh1) and spectral 
tuning (in sws1 and rh1). Some of the questions raised by our study (especially about the 
distribution, polarity and function of potential viperine versus crotaline differences) can be 
tackled with broader and deeper studies of viper vision, but others will also benefit from 
more detailed studies of other groups of reptiles, especially other snakes. As hinted at by the 
anatomical studies of snake retinas by Gordon Walls and Garth Underwood, the 
evolutionary biology of snake vision is fertile ground for provocative research topics in snake 
and vision biology. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the 
publisher’s website: 
 
Table S1. Identification and GenBank accession numbers of the samples used in this study. 
Sequences newly generated for this study are indicated in bold.  
 
Table S2. Known amino-acid spectral tuning sites for sws1 (Yokoyama et al. 2006) and 
predicted peak absorbance (λmax) for vipers. Site values in first row represent amino-acid 
positions numbered with respect to bovine rhodopsin. Underline indicates amino acids with 
stronger effects on spectral tuning (Cowing et al., 2002; Babu et al., 2001; Asenjo et al., 1994 
and Fasick et al., 2002). All λmax values are predicted (for a review see Yokoyama, 2008; see 
also comments by Simões et al., 2016) based on amino-acid sequences except those in 
parentheses (measured using MSP). UVS = ultraviolet sensitive (λmax ca. 360 nm). Data for 
Bitis nasicornis, Echis ocellatus and Causus rhombeatus from Simões et al. (2016). * = 
different specimens of this species were subjected to opsin gene sequencing and MSP. † = 
Simões et al. (2016) did not predict an Lmax for these species because of uncertainty about 
the functional consequence of the combination of amino acids at these tuning sites; 
however, additional viperid MSP data reported here indicates that tuning site 93 does not 
seem to play a major role in determining whether the SWS1 pigment is UVS or not, with site 
86 perhaps being more influential (as in mammals: Hunt et al. 2009, Hauser et al. 2014). 
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Table S3. Known amino-acid spectral tuning sites for rh1 (Yokoyama et al., 2008; Hunt et 
al., 2001) and predicted peak absorbance (λmax) for squamates. Site values in first row 
represent amino-acid positions numbered with respect to bovine rhodopsin. All λmax values 
are predicted (for a review see Yokoyama et al., 2008; see also comments by Simões et al., 
2016) based on amino-acid sequences except those in parentheses (measured using MSP). 
Data for Bitis nasicornis, Echis ocellatus and Causus rhombeatus from Simões et al. (2016). * 
= different specimens of this species were subjected to opsin gene sequencing and MSP. a = 
data from Govardovskii & Chkheidze (1989). 
Table S4. Known amino-acid spectral tuning sites for lws (Yokoyama and Radlwimmer, 
1998) and predicted peak absorbance (λmax) for squamates. Site values in first row represent 
amino-acid positions numbered with respect to bovine rhodopsin. Underline indicates amino 
acids with stronger effects on spectral tuning (Cowing et al., 2002; Babu et al., 2001; Asenjo 
et al., 1994 and Fasick et al., 2002). All λmax values are predicted (for a review see 
Yokoyama, 2008; see also comments by Simões et al., 2016) based on amino-acid sequences 
except those in parentheses (measured using MSP). Data for Bitis nasicornis, Echis ocellatus 
and Causus rhombeatus from Simões et al. (2016). * = different specimens of this species 
were subjected to opsin gene sequencing and MSP. a = data from Govardovskii & Chkheidze 
(1989). 
Table S5. Ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions (dN/dS = ω) for snake 
visual opsin gene sequences under branch models. 2Δl = twice the difference logarithm of the 
likelihood value for the models.   
Table S6. Ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions (dN/dS = ω) for snake 
visual opsin gene sequences under site models. For each gene two pairs of models are 
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compared to test for significant difference in goodness-of-fit to data. 2Δl = twice the 
difference logarithm of the likelihood value for the models.  
Table S7. Amino acid sites inferred to be under positive selection (using Bayes Empirical 
Bayes), identified under site models for the three visual opsin genes in snakes (including 
vipers). Sites in bold are those known to be associated with spectral tuning of the 
corresponding visual pigment and those marked with an asterisk are associated with 
stabilization of the chromophore (retinal) pocket.  
Table S8. Amino acid sites inferred to be under positive selection (using Bayes Empirical 
Bayes), identified under branch-site models for the three visual opsin genes in pit vipers 
(Crotalinae) (foreground branch) among all snakes.  
Table S9. Clade model C (CMC) PAML analysis of visual opsin gene sequences in snakes 
partitioned by IR-detecting pit vipers (Crotalinae) versus other snakes. 
Table S10. Ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions (dN/dS = ω) for viperid 
visual opsin gene sequences under branch models. 2Δl = twice the difference logarithm of the 
likelihood value for the models. 
Table S11. Ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions (dN/dS = ω) for viperid 
visual opsin gene sequences under site models. For each gene two pairs of models are 
compared to test for significant difference in goodness-of-fit to data. 2Δl = twice the 
difference logarithm of the likelihood value for the models. 
Table S12. Amino acid sites inferred to be under positive selection (using Bayes Empirical 
Bayes), identified under site models for the three visual opsin genes in viperid snakes. Sites in 
bold are those known to be associated with spectral tuning of the corresponding visual 
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pigment and those marked with an asterisk are associated with stabilization of the 
chromophore (retinal) pocket. 
Table S13. Amino acid sites inferred to be under positive selection (using Bayes Empirical 
Bayes), identified under branch-site models for the three visual opsin genes in particular 
lineages (foreground branch) in viperids. Sites in bold are those known to be associated with 
spectral tuning. 
Table S14. Clade model C (CMC) PAML analysis of visual opsin gene sequences in viperids 
partitioned by IR-detecting pit vipers (Crotalinae) versus other viperids (Viperinae and 
Azemiopinae). 
 
Figure S1. Maximum Likelihood rhodopsin 1 (rh1) gene phylogenetic tree for squamates 
estimated by RAxML based on GTR+G+I model of sequence evolution. Black circles on 
internal branches indicate ML bootstrap support and Bayesian posterior probabilities above or 
equal to 80% and 1, respectively.  
Figure S2. Maximum Likelihood short-wavelength opsin 1 (sws1) gene phylogenetic tree for 
squamates estimated by RAxML based on GTR+G+I model of sequence evolution. Black 
circles on internal branches indicate ML bootstrap support and Bayesian posterior 
probabilities above or equal to 80% and 1, respectively. SV = splice variant. 
Figure S3. Maximum Likelihood medium-to-long wavelength opsin gene (lws) phylogenetic 
tree for squamates estimated by RAxML based on GTR+G+I model of sequence evolution. 
Black circles on internal branches indicate ML bootstrap support and Bayesian posterior 
probabilities above or equal to 80% and 1, respectively.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1. Spectral absorbance measured by MSP for SWS1 (crosses), RH1 (empty circles) and 
LWS (filled diamonds) for three viper species. Plotted points are overlain with a vitamin-A1 
(rhodopsin) visual pigment template (lines). Spectral transmittance (lower right) of lenses 
and spectacles (brilles) of three viper species. 
 
Figure 2. Viper phylogeny (from Pyron et al., 2013; though following Wüster et al., 2008 for 
relationships among Echis, Causus and Cerastes) showing estimated (on branches) and 
measured (in values under species name) λmax for the three visual opsins detected. 
Estimated λmax values are predictions made from cDNA sequences following ‘known’ effects 
of amino acid substitutions at spectral tuning sites in other vertebrates (see text). Measured 
values are from MSP studies: (#) (Govardovskii & Chkheidze, 1989) and (*) this study. 
Photographs at right of figure show heads in approximately left lateral view of (from top to 
bottom) the viperine Vipera berus, the azemiopine Azemiops kharini, and the crotaline 
Crotalus durissus (a pit viper – note IR-sensing pit between and slightly below eye and 
nostril). Photographs by M. Menegon, N Orlov and D Richards, respectively. Note that our 
MSP data are for C. atrox, whereas our opsin sequence data are for C. durissus (see 
Supporting Information, Table S1). 
 
Figure 3. Light microscopic images of semithin sections of the retina of Bitis arietans. Upper 
left: Radial section of the retina. The outer retina shows two tiers of photoreceptors: Long 
single cone inner segments (LSC IS) in the outer tier, and rods (RIS ROS) and short single 
cones SSC) in the inner tier. Double cones were not identified unequivocally. The number of 
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somata in the inner nuclear layer outnumbers the photoreceptor somata by a factor of 
about 1.6:1. 
Upper right: Tangential section of the photoreceptor layer. The left half shows many short 
single cone inner segments (SSC IS) surrounding the paler rod outer segments (ROS). In the 
transition between the inner and outer tier (right) the inner segment of the long single cone 
(LSC IS) starts to appear in the centre of the circular bead-like pattern of the short single 
cone inner segments. The right part of the micrograph is dominated by the inner segments 
of the large single cones (LSC IS) and occasional apical processes of the retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE). 
Lower left: Electron micrograph of the outer plexiform layer with a single one pedicle SC CP) 
containing many synaptic ribbons (sr) and several smaller rod spherules (RS).  
Lower right: Electron micrograph of short and long single cone inner segments (SSC IS, LSC 
IS) highlighting the presence of numerous mitochondria (m). 
 
Figure 4. Light microscope images of semithin sections of the retina of Echis coloratus. 
Upper left: Radial section of the entire retina. There are about as many somata in the outer 
as in the inner nuclear layer. GCL ganglion cell layer, INL inner nuclear layer, IPL inner 
plexiform layer, LSC IS inner segments of long single cones, LSC OS outer segments of long 
single cones, OLM outer limiting membrane, ONL outer nuclear layer, OPL outer plexiform 
layer, RPE retinal pigment epithelium, RIS rod inner segments, ROS rod outer segments, SSC 
short single cones  
Upper middle: Outer retina, radial section. The photoreceptors are arranged in two tiers: 
The scleral-most layer contains inner and outer segments of long single cones (LSC IS, LSC 
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OS). The innermost layer contains numerous rods (RIS ROS) as well as sparser short single 
cones (SSC IS, SSC OS. 
Upper right: Tangential section of the outer retina. The upper left shows inner segments of 
long single cones (LSC) corresponding to the outer layer, and the lower right is dominated by 
many uniform rod outer segments (ROS) and several short single cone inner segments (SSC 
IS). 
Lower left: Electron micrograph of the scleral region of the outer plexiform layer showing 
numerous rod spherules (RS) each containing one or two synaptic ribbons (sr, tangential 
view) 
Lower right: Electron micrograph of a single cone pedicle (SC CP) in radial view characterized 
by numerous ribbon synapses (sr). Two rod spherules (RS) are seen more sclerad, with one 
or two ribbons (sr). 
 
Figure 5. Viper retinas immunolabelled for rod opsin. Transverse sections of Echis coloratus 
(a, b) and Crotalus durissus (c, d). Both species show strong labelling of rod outer segments 
and possess high-density populations of rods (a, c). Overexposure shows that the rod inner 
segments, somata in the ONL and synaptic endings (rod spherules) in the OPL also are faintly 
labelled (b, d). This is particularly obvious in E. coloratus (b), where the rod somata extend 
throughout the thickness of the ONL (b). In C. durissus some rods are more strongly labelled 
than the remainder and stand out in isolation (d). Frames (b) and (d) show parts of frames 
(a) and (c), respectively. The scale bar in (a) applies to all images. 
 
Figure 6. Immunolabelling of cones in Echis coloratus retinal transverse sections. (a1) Section 
double-labelled for PNA (LWS cones, green) and SWS1 opsin (magenta), there is no 
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colocalisation  of both labels in any cones (which would appear white). Labelled cone outer 
segments are located in two tiers, an inner tier containing regular LWS and SWS1 cone outer 
segments and an outer tier containing exclusively external LWS cone outer segments. (a2) 
same field seen in differential interference contrast (DIC) to show the general morphology; 
the fat inner segments of external cones are located distal of the outer segments of the 
regular cones and rods; remains of dark retinal pigment epithelium are attached to the outer 
segments of the external cones. (a3) Superposition of (a1) and (a2) to show the localization 
of the opsin label in the outer segments; the arrow indicates an LWS double cone. (b1) 
Section double-labelled for PNA (green) and SWS1 opsin (magenta), there is no 
colocalisation of the two labels; (b2) DIC image of the same field, showing the fat cone inner 
segments between the slender rod inner segments; (b3) superposition of (b1) and (b2), 
labelled cone outer segments are attached to fat inner segments. The arrows indicate an 
LWS and an SWS1 double cone, the accessory members of these double cones have more 
slender inner segments than the principal members. (c1-2) Section double-labelled for LWS 
opsin (green) and PNA (red) to show that all LWS cones and only LWS cones are labelled by 
PNA. The two labels colocalise in the LWS cone outer segments. (c3) Superposition of a DIC 
image of the same field with the labels, showing that LWS cone outer segments are attached 
to fat inner segments. ext-L, external (outer) LWS cones. The magnification of the three 
series differs, each series (a, b, c) has its own scale bar. 
 
Figure 7. Immunolabelling of cones in Crotalus durissus retinal transverse sections. (a1) 
Section double-labelled for LWS opsin (green) and SWS1 opsin (magenta), there is no 
coexpression of both opsins in any cones (which would appear white); (a2) same field seen 
in differential interference contrast (DIC) to show the general morphology, remains of dark 
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retinal pigment epithelium are attached to the photoreceptor outer segments; (a3) 
superposition of (a1) and (a2) to show the localization of the opsin label in the outer 
segments. (b1) Section double-labelled for PNA (LWS cone marker, green) and SWS1 opsin 
(magenta), there is no colocalisation of the two labels; (b2) DIC image of the same field, 
showing the fat cone inner segments between the slender rod inner segments; (b3) 
superposition of (b1) and (b2), labelled cone outer segments are attached to fat inner 
segments. (c1) Section double-labelled for LWS opsin (green) and PNA (magenta) to show 
that all LWS cones and only LWS cones are labelled by PNA. LWS opsin is located more 
distally and PNA more proximally in the LWS cone outer segments; (c2) DIC image of the 
same field, showing the fat cone inner segments; (c3) superposition of (c1) and (c2), labelled 
LWS cone outer segments are attached to fat inner segments. The magnification of the three 
series differs, each series (a, b, c) has its own scale bar. 
 
Figure 8. Cone photoreceptor populations in viper retinas. Double immunofluorescence 
labelling for LWS and SWS1 opsin in flat-mounted retinas, the focus is on the opsin-
containing cone outer segments. Cone density is much higher in C. durissus than in E. 
coloratus, the SWS1 cones form a minority in both species, and the merge of the two 
fluorescence channels shows that the LWS and SWS1 cones form separate populations, 
there is no coexpression of the two opsins in any cones (such cones would appear white). 
The images are maximum intensity projections of confocal image stacks, the few white 
structures in the C. durissus merged image are instances where outer segments lie on top of 
each other. For E. coloratus, three LWS double cones are marked by arrow heads. Because of 
the lower cone density, the E. coloratus images are displayed at lower magnification to show 
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a larger field. Note that the cone outer segments are considerably larger in E. coloratus than 
in C. durissus (c.f. Figs. 6b, 7b, 9)  
 
Figure 9. Examples of double cones in Echis coloratus (a-f) and Crotalus durissus (g-l). (a) LWS 
double cone with a fat inner segment of the principal cone and a slender, shorter inner 
segment of the accessory cone; (a1) PNA label, (a2) DIC image of the same field, (a3) 
superposition of (a1) and (a2). (b) LWS double cone (right) and SWS1 single cone (left); the 
inner segment of the LWS accessory member is more slender than that of the LWS principal 
member, the inner segment of the SWS1 cone is smaller than that of the LWS principal cone; 
(b1) double-labelling for LWS opsin (green) and SWS1 opsin (magenta), (b2) DIC image of the 
same field, (b3) superposition of (b1) and (b2). (c-f) examples of LWS double cones (c, d) and 
SWS1 double cones (e, f) from flat-mounted retina, only the opsin-containing outer 
segments are shown. (g) LWS double cone (left) and LWS single cone (right), both with fat 
inner segments; (g1) double labelling of LWS cones (LWS opsin in green, PNA in magenta), 
(g2) DIC image of the same field, (g3) superposition of (g1) and (g2). (h) LWS double cone 
with relatively slender inner segments; (h1) double labelling for LWS opsin (green) and PNA 
(magenta), (h2) DIC image of the same field, (h3) superposition of (h1) and (h2). (i-k) 
examples of LWS double cones (arrowheads), (l) a potential SWS1 double cone; from flat-
mounted retina, only the opsin-containing outer segments are shown. (a, b, g, h) are single 
focal images from retinal transverse sections, (c-f, i-l) are maximum intensity projections of 
confocal image stacks from flat-mounted retinas (c.f. Fig. 8). The scale bar in (a1) applies to 
all images. Note that the cone outer segments are considerably larger in E. coloratus than in 
C. durissus. 
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Figure 10. Photoreceptor mosaics in viper retinas. DIC images at the level of the 
photoreceptor inner segments in flat-mounted retinas. (a) C. durissus, showing the regular 
mosaic of the larger cone inner segments (one marked by an arrowhead); in the centre, the 
smaller profiles of the rod inner segments are also in focus. (b) E. coloratus, showing the 
dense cobblestone-like mosaic of the rods, presumably also including the small single cones. 
A few interspersed larger out-of-focus profiles presumably are the inner segments of large 
single cones (three marked by arrowheads). The scale bar in (b) applies to both images. 
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